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NEWSLETTER
Our next meeting
Is July 10th and will be at River Oak Community
Church, 1220 Brown School Road, Maryville, TN
37804. Due to Bible school at Maryville Church
of Christ we will be moving to the above
location for one meeting and then back to our
regular place in August. Please help us get the
word out by calling and reminding your friends
of the change.
Amy Chambers will be speaking about her experiences as a new
Beekeeper and Bob Coles will have our seasonal management.
Dennis Barry will be our main speaker and his topic will be CutOuts and Trap-Outs. We will also have a Q & A session so it will
be a good time to get answers to some of your questions. If you
have materials checked out from our Library please bring them
back so others will be able to use them. See you at the meeting.
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July Seasonal Management
If you've not yet taken off your honey, this is the time in East Tennessee to
do so, that is, unless you are trying to catch that last bit of Sourwood
honey. This is when you will want to extract your honey and bottle to resell
and show off to friends and perhaps even at community fairs. Once you
have extracted the honey from the combs, place the frames of “wet” comb
in an enclosed box above the inner cover so the bees can better clean the
comb. You will want to place the wet combs above the hives in the evening
to help prevent robbing. You can also split the number of wet combs
among your hives in your bee yard so that each hive will have something to
clean/eat. It is necessary to remove your honey supers so that you can treat
for Varroa mites. There are a few good methods that are recommended but
each beekeeper seems to have their favorite. Oxalic Acid is becoming a
popular method but some training is suggested for safety. Apiguard is a
treatment method using a naturally occurring miticide (Thymol) and then
there is formic acid (MAQS) which is also popular. If you are not sure which
method to choose, check with your mentor or a seasoned beekeeper. In
East Tennessee, I have learned that if you don't treat for mites, you will
most likely experience the devastation from them. If you want to try OA, the
club has a OA vaporizer available at no cost to BCBA members. It is a good
idea to inspect your hives for varroa before and after treatment to get a
good idea of the health of your colony. You should try to complete
treatments before August 15 so that your hives will have time to build back
up with healthy bees before the Fall. Also Small Hive Beetles will generally
be more noticeable during July. A strong colony (lots of bees) will stave off
beetles but sometimes help from the beekeeper to reduce SHB is beneficial.
Several types of commercial SHB traps are available or perhaps an
experienced beekeeper friend may offer other suggestions. If you are still
feeding your bees, either from a swarm, split or new package, robbing will
become very prevalent in July and can continue on into Fall. Avoid having
syrup or honey easily accessible to bees that are not within that colony you
are trying to feed. It is recommended that no open feeding be done in
Tennessee.
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If you plan to re-queen your colony this Fall and wish to try your hand at
making queens, now is the time to begin that process. Remember, it takes
about a month once you begin before you have a laying queen with which
to replace an old queen.

~Chuck Davis

Member Spotlight: Joe Thompson
Joe began beekeeping by catching a swarm, thus all his bees
are “local” bees. He and his wife, Peggy, maintain over fifty
hives. Peggy’s mom helps Joe in the bee yard, as well.
Joe uses Langstroth hives and he creates novel ways to
enhance efficiency in many areas, including feeding systems
and frame systems.
Joe is mentoring new BCBA members Greg Bell and Esther
Roberts this year. He is very generous with his time and
expertise; his wisdom and assistance has saved more than one
hive of bees this year!
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July - Chuck's Corner
I am sure everyone has been busy keeping up with
their hives the last few weeks. Hopefully everyone
has seen good growth in your colonies and
harvested lots of honey. By now, most likely,
everyone has taken their honey off the hives
(unless you are planning on harvesting some
sourwood). Personally, I harvested less honey this
year. I'm not sure if it’s because there was some
type of effect from the early Spring rains or if it
was due to my hive management, but I hope
everyone else had a better harvest than me.
Remember that the BCBA has 3 different extractors
that are available to members at no cost. This
includes the extractor, decapping bucket,
decapping knife (non-electric), capping scratcher,
strainer set and collection bucket with a honey
drain valve. To use the club's extractor set, you will
need to leave a $25 deposit that will be returned if
the equipment is returned clean. If you would like
to reserve one of the extractor sets, please give
Howard Kerr a call at least 2 days in advance.
Once you have removed your honey from your
hives, you need to extract the honey within a week
or so or risk having wax moths infest your honey. I
hope to see each of you on the 10th to discuss
some exciting topics in our beekeeping world. Not
only will we briefly discuss some of the fall
treatment programs, our guest speaker will talk on
methods of extracting bee colonies that have

taken residence inside a building or tree.

~Chuck

BCBA OFFICERS
Chuck Davis, President
865-566-3690
Mark Evans, Vice
President
865-556-6191
Bernie McGraw, Treasurer
865-984-1005
Mark Ford, Secretary
865-603-2016
Harlen Breeden, Alt.
Officer
865-719-1828
Bee Inspectors

It’s the state law to have
your beehives registered,
so don’t neglect this
important duty.
If you want them inspected,
below is a list of association
bee inspectors. There is no
cost for this service. If you
are planning to move hives,
they must be inspected.
Stacey Adair, 983-6223
Jose Ashbrook 258-8636
Ricky Baily, 250-8123
Dennis Barry, 414-2116
Harlen Breeden, 719-1828
Dale Hinkle, 423-261-5234
Charlie Parton, 984-3059
Stephanie Tarwater,2936229
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If you would like to place
an ad in the BCBA
Newsletter contact one
of our Officers listed
elsewhere in this
Newsletter. If you
haven’t paid for your ad
it is time to do that also.

DID YOU FORGET???

DUES ARE DUE
If you have not paid your dues
please do so in order to avoid
an interruption in receiving the
NEWSLETTER. Our newsletter is
our way of staying in contact
with our active members. You
may pay Bernie (preferably by
check) at the meeting or mail it
to him @
Bernie McGraw
1220 Havenwood Dr.
Maryville, TN 37804
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Laura’s Blurb
According to winning California legislators, Glyphosate the active
ingredient in the omnipresent and popular RoundUp causes cancer. If
Monsanto’s appeal case loses as expected, starting July 7, 2017
products like RoundUp containing glyphosate will be required to bear a
label stating they contain a known carcinogen.
But what about sugar, wheat and corn? More specifically, the sugar
we feed our bees to get them through the winter. Sugar and other
crops are routinely sprayed with glyphosate containing compounds
prior to harvest in order to ripen crops and increase the seed
production and yield. Will foods containing glyphosate carry a label as
well?
The detriment to our bees of chemicals like glyphosate is
controversial. However, some studies have shown that the chemical
buildup in the environment from glyphosate and other herbicides and
insecticides present a chronic threat to bee colonies, effecting not only
their immediate health but also their memories and long-term health
and hardiness. Without a good memory, it is less likely that mated
queens will return and or that foragers will be able to communicate
nectar sources effectively to their hive mates.
One solution may be relatively simple, this July when you pull honey,
keep the first honey super you take off for your bees, and store it in the
freezer until winter when your bees will need it. Although that honey
will not be completely pure and free of all chemicals, it will contain
more of what your bees need and lack some things that the bees most
certainly do not need.
Further reading:
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2017/06/27/roundupingredient-cancerous-list-monsanto-california/103222928/
Laura Atwood
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Bell’s Bees: The Swarm – and Sequel Swarm
We learned the hard way what happens when you overfeed a healthy hive during the honey
flow. One of our hives swarmed, taking an excellent queen with them. We never saw that
swarm, but we certainly noticed the loss of bees in that hive.
A couple of weeks later, Greg was walking through the bee yard and the same hive was
swarming for the second time right in that moment! We quickly grabbed our gear, a tall ladder,
and a nuc box, and waited for the swarm to settle. Thankfully, they chose to gather on a cedar
branch within reasonable reach.
Greg got the swarm down and our mentor, Joe Thompson, brought us a loaner deep (newbie
me never thought we’d need spare deeps!) and the bees moved into their new hive without a
fuss.
The following week, Joe came over and we worked through all three of our hives. Thankfully,
there were queens in each one. Joe gave us some great tips for handling frames efficiently and
effectively. We ordered queen markers and a queen catcher and waited a few more days to
give each queen time to have her mating flights and return.
Just a few days ago, Greg and I had a wonderful time opening each hive, locating the queens,
and marking the two new queens.
We will continue to check each hive for brood until we are certain the three hives are
sustainable individually. Now that the honey flow has slowed down, we are feeding the new
hive, but not the other two hives.
We are hoping to take one frame of honey from the strongest hive and enjoy the sweet fruits
Of this wonderful hobby.
~Esther Roberts

.

Greg Bell
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Blount County Beekeepers Association
c/o Mark Ford
3018 French Creek Road
Knoxville, TN 37920
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